Synchronized Intelligence™
Infusion Platform
Introducing B. Braun's Synchronized Intelligence™ Infusion Platform.

This is the first wireless, logic-driven, integrated technology system for IV pump infusion that is IHE certified for all three AutoComplete integration functions:

1. AutoProgramming
2. AutoDocumentation
3. AutoNotification

Working together, the sum is greater than its parts.

- Integrated Data
- Integrated Pumps
- Integrated Reporting

At last, Synchronized Intelligence your facility needs.
Integrated Data

A complete system offering versatility, real-time data, and automated features with integrated partners for system-wide compatibility.

Our Synchonized Intelligence™ Infusion Platform has documented outcomes of lower correction rates, 100% drug library utilization, and virtually zero medication errors.

The first wireless, logic-driven, integrated technology system for IV pump infusion that is IHE certified for all three AutoComplete integration functions.

1. AutoProgramming
   - Scan the patient, the drug, and the pump
   - Order automatically sent to the pump to eliminate manual programming errors
   - Just verify the order and start the infusion

2. AutoNotification
   - Pump alarms automatically sent to workstations/mobile devices for improved alarm management
   - Only available with the Synchonized Intelligence Infusion Platform

3. AutoDocumentation
   - Infusion totals automatically sent to your EMR system
   - Saves time, reduces your workload, and facilitates data analysis
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Easily Stackable – Vertical stacking takes less space for increased versatility

Independent Modularity – A "brain" in each pump helps prevent channel confusion and catastrophic pump failures

KeyGuard™ – Non-numeric keypad with simple arrows to help prevent manual programming errors related to zero vs. decimal entry

Data transmission every three seconds for real-time clinical decision support

Alert detail reveals practice patterns that lead to clinical insight into why trends are occurring

Analytical service ensures meaningful use of data to help achieve 100% drug utilization, virtually zero medication errors, and reduction in alerts∗

Integrated pumps for advanced safety.

Outlook® – the smart choice for IV infusion pumps.

Integrated reporting for insightful analysis.

DoseTrac® – more than data. Insight.

Synchronized Intelligence™ Infusion Platform. For better patient outcomes.

Finally a fully-integrated IV pump infusion system that can help your facility improve EMR integration and reduce or even eliminate medication errors to achieve better patient outcomes.

100% reduction in medication events

45-88% reduction in hospital alerts

Synchronized Intelligence™ Infusion Platform. For better patient outcomes.

NOTE: Individual results may vary.


Synchronized Intelligence™ Infusion Platform

Call us at 1-800-227-2862 for more information and to arrange a trial or visit www.bbraunusa.com/sync